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Abstract - This study aims to determine the condition of student’s corporation “Almamater” UNM profitability through the 
analysis of Gross Profit Margin ratio, Return on Investment, and Return of Equity. This study is quantitative study with data 
collection technique which is done by documentation, observation, and interview. The population on this study is financial 
statement data which consisted of balance sheets and business income calculation statement of student’s corporation 
“Almamater” UNM within the last five years since 2009-2013, because this study used time series data then the population 
of this study become sample of the study at the same time.  Based on standard assessment criteria of corporative 
performance according to state ministry of corporative and SMEof Republic of Indoensia No. 66/PER/M.KUKM/V/2006, so 
the profitability of Kopma “Almamater” UNM through GPM, ROI, and ROE analysis during the study period showed that 
this corporation classified in the criteria of “healthy” to “very Unhealty” so it can be concluded that student’s corporation 
“Almamater” UNM including on corporative category that have underperforming. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Corporative is one of organization form generally 
have certain aims which want to achieved in business 
for fulfil the interest of each members. The success in 
reach the aims of cooperative is the achievement of 
management in manage the organization or their 
business. Corporation financial performance is an 
image about corporation’s financial which was 
analyzed with financial analysis tools, so it could be 
known about good or bad of corporative financial 
circumstances which reflected the work performance 
in certain period. 
 
 Same case with corporation in general, student’s 
corporation (Kopma) “almamater” UNM Is also an 
economic institution aims to support community 
needs fulfilment where they did business activity 
especially for academic society of UNM which run 
based on corporative management. Financial 
statement of Kopma “Almamater” UNM could not 
yet give meaningful information because financial 
statement will be more useful, more deep and 
accurate by using certain technique. 
 
Financial ratio analysis on Kopma “Almamater” 
UNM will simplify information which described the 
relation between reported certain posts and the other 
posts. In the case of financial ratio analysis on Kopma 
“Almamater” UNM will dig information from the 
balance sheet and its business report. The activity of 
financial ratio analysis included financial evaluating 
aspects which are liquidity, solvency and profitability 
level. 
 
Analysis is systematical calculation on collected 
financial data which used to rate financial position 

that have been achieved in the past and in the running 
time which used to support in making decision. 
(Munawir.2012:31). One of the tools can be used for 
measuring the financial performance by using ratio 
analysis.  According to S. Munawir (2012:33), ratio 
analysis is an analysis method to know the 
relationship between certain post in the balance sheet 
or profit/loss as individual or combination of both 
reports. 
 
Profitability is comparison between profit and asset 
or capital which produced the profit (Riyanto, 
2001:35). Whereas, according to Munawir 
(2012:86)profitability is a measurement which 
connecting between profit or gain that earned from 
the main activities of corporation and wealth (assets) 
which used to earn the profit (operating assets). In the 
study which was conducted by Ruzaini (2013) partial 
liquidity had positive and significant effect on 
profitability, thus, how big or little the accepted 
profitability is influenced by how big or little the 
liquidity, it is corresponding with the research result 
of Qaseem and Ramiz (2012) which liquidity ratio 
took significant effect on ROA, in other hand on ROE 
and ROI did not take significant effect. 
 
II. METHOD 
 
This studyclassified as descriptive study aimed to 
comprehensively and carefully collect and outline the 
fact considering with the problem that will be solved 
out. Descriptive data could be directly used as 
foundation in making decision. 
The conducted steps in data collecting from Kopma 
“Almamater” UNM related with variable of the study 
used documentation, interview, literature review, and 
observation. After that, it obtained the required data, 
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furthermore the data is processed and analyzed by 
using ratio analysis tools which is further created 
conclusion from the conducted study. 
 
The used Variable on this study is balance sheet, 
business result calculation report or income 
statement, and net wealth orowner’s capital 
statement. This study used time series data, so the 
population is the sample of the study at the same 
time, that are financial statement data consisted of  
business result calculation report, balance sheet and 
net wealth statement in the last five years  since 2009-
2013. 
 
In this study used some data collection technique 
which was used by the writer in this study were 
documentation, interview and observation. In 
determining or choosing standard ratio a corporation 
was depending and considering various alternatives, 
which are: financial condition note and operational 
result in past years, the ratio of the same kind 
corporation, based on the budgeting statementetc. 
Inanalyzing the data which come from financial 
statement then used the formula, namely: 

GPM =
Sales− CGS

Sales  x 100% 

ROI =
Net Pro it

Total Asset  x 100% 

ROE =
Net Pro it

Equity  x 100% 

The standard used in measuring financial corporative 
performance according to state ministry of 
corporative and SME Republic of Indonesia based on 
the regulation state minister of KUKM RI No. 
06/PER/M.KUKM?V/2006 is as the following: 
 

Component Standard Criteria 

 
 
GPM 

>15% 
10% - 15% 
5% - 10% 
1% - 5% 
<1% 

Healthy 
Healthy Enough 
unhealthy 
Not Healthy 
Very unhealthy 

ROI/ 
Economic 
Profitability 

 
>10% 
7% - 10% 
3% - 7% 
1% - 3% 
<1% 

 
Healthy  
Healthy Enough 
unhealthy 
Not Healthy 
Very unhealthy 

ROE/Rate of 
Return on Net 
Worth 

>21% 
15% - 21% 
9% - 15% 
3% - 9% 
<3% 

Healthy  
Healthy Enough 
unhealthy 
Not Healthy 
Very unhealthy 

 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
Profitability shows the corporative ability on 
producing business result variance in certain period. 

Corporative profitability valued by the corporation 
performance and competence in using the assets 
productively, thus profitability of corporation can be 
known by comparing the business result variance 
acquired in a period with total asset or total capital of 
the corporation. 
 
Which is included in Profitability Ratio, Namely: 
 
a. Gross Profit Margin 
Gross Profit margin is one of profitability 
measurement which used to measure the efficiency of 
the used asset on corporation. 
List of GPM (Gross Profit Margin) Analysis 
calculations in 2009-2013 

 
Source: Financial Statement of Kopma “Almamater” UNM 
 
Based on the presented data in the table 2 above, so 
gross profit margin of Kopma “Almamater” UNM for 
the last five years had been fluctuated, but if it 
compared in 2009 with 2013 then the Gross Profit 
Margin experienced increment around 28.44% or if it 
was averaged in the last 5 years the increment around 
5.7% per year. 
 
b. Return of Investment (ROI) 
Return of investment is one of profitability ratio form 
which is intended to measure the corporation ability 
with overall fund invested in the asset which used for 
its operations to produce maximum variance business 
results. 
 
List of ROI (Economic Profitability) analysis 
calculation in 2009-2013 

 
 
In 2009 the economic profitability of it around 
13.57%, in 2010 and 2011 Kopma “Almamater” 
UNM had been respectively decrease quite 
significant. In 2010 Return of Investment decrease to 
be 1.29% or 0.129:1 which meant that everyRp 1 
business capital profit generated around Rp. 0.129. In 
2011 also decrease into -45.83 % or 1:-0.4583 meant 
that every capital business usage Rp. 1 Kopma 
“Almamater”UNM had been loss around Rp. 0.4583. 
Then in 2012 and 2013 economic profitability of 
Kopma “Almamater” UNM had been respectively 
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loss, which were, in 2012 Return of Inverstment rose 
into 12.25%  or 0.1225:1 which meant that every Rp. 
1 asset were able to generate profit around Rp. 
0.1225, whereas, in 2013 Return of Investment had 
been increase to be 19.15% or 0.1915:1 which meant 
that every Rp. 1 asset of Kopma “Almamater” UNM 
were able to generate profit around Rp. 0.1915 
 
c. Return of Equity 
Return of Equity is one of measurement tools which 
used to know the ability of the corporative equity in 
generating profit. The calculation of this profitability 
have very important role because corporation can 
decide whether corporation should increase or 
decrease the equity in order to make efficiency. 
Besides, it also can be made as planning foundation 
in order to business expansion, whether corporation 
needs to fulfill the fund from outside or filled by 
equity. The more of ROE the better corporation 
performance it be. 
 
List of ROE analysis calculation in 2009-2013 

 
Source: Financial statement of Kopma “Almamater” 
UNM 
 
Based on the table 4 above, then The return of equity 
Kopma “Almamater” UNM which were in 2009 
around 13.80% then in 2010 and 2011 had been 
decrease. In 2010 around 1.65% or 1:0.0165 it meant 
that every Rp. 1 equity usage were able to generate 
profit amount Rp 0.0165 and in 2011 decrease into -
77.55% or 1:-0.7755 it meantthat every Rp. 1 equity 
usage of Kopma “Almamater” UNM experienced loss 
aroundRp. 0.7755. In 2012 and 2013 equity ratio had 

been increase because of the rose of ROR percentage 
were bigger than the rose of equity percentage. 
According to ratio analysis of probability above 
(GPM, ROI, ROE) and interviewing the management 
of Kopma “Almamater” UNM experienced 
fluctuating development. The result decrement of 
profitability ratio analysisin the book year 2010 and 
2011 because the income of the business were 
decrease whereas existing burden still same. This 
decrement of income because it was occur 
organization transition period as result of campus 
policy which conducted massive development so the 
impact very significant on the business stability of 
Kopma “Almamater” UNM. 
  
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Based on the discussion that has been presented, it 
can be concluded that there is a fluctuating trend of 
profitability in the development of Gross Profit 
Margin, Return Of Investment, Return On Equity 
disebabnya decline in profit margin and not 
developed Turnover OfOperating Assets and less 
optimal own capital to generate earnings that showed 
the cooperative can not be optimally welfare of its 
members. When compared to the standard ratio 
stipulated by the Regulation of the Minister of 
Cooperatives and SMEs No. 06 / PER / M.KUKM / 
V / 2006, the profitability Kopma "alma mater" UNM 
In Makassar city category that have underperforming. 
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